
L A S E N BY
S I L H O U E T T E



A  N OT E  F R O M  L I B E R T Y 

The Liberty Fabrics design team have selected an iconic range of Liberty prints
 to create the perfect white on white selection. 

 
Designed to co-ordinate with our vast archive of Liberty prints, 

the Lasenby Silhouette collection offers a calming influence to any sewing project.  
 

The carefully curated range of botanicals with a distinct Liberty aesthetic,
 have been traditionally screen printed in white pigment onto white  

Lasenby cotton to create a tonal textural fabric.
 

This base is suited for craft projects and classic patchwork quilting - the possibilities 
are as endless as your imagination.

DISCLAIMER: All designs in the Lasenby Silhouette collection are white on white 
in colouration. The design elements in this document are shown in cream in order for 

the pattern to be visible. The printed fabric will be white on white.  

© 2021 Liberty Fabrics. All Rights Reserved.

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure colour consistency, please be aware that due to the nature 
of the product and the print process, slight variances may occur in colour definition between this 

document and the fabric. 



M A D D S I E  S I L H O U E T T E
A revised version of a much-loved design originally created for the seasonal SS 2009 collection. This pattern of mixed 

monochrome flowers on coloured ground, was inspired by the Classic tana lawn pattern ‘Capel’, with its outlined trails 
of apple blossom.

Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 03386408P     DC. 30661 

This Tudor style rose design pays homage to the rich heritage of Liberty, recalling a signature motif that appears in 
various forms throughout the Liberty building. A contemporary take on a traditional Arts & Crafts pattern, this 

monochrome floral print was originally created for Liberty in 1967.

MERTON ROSE 

Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 03386409P     DC. 30455  

GARDEN WALK  

Garden walk takes you on a journey through meandering flowers and trailing vines. The stylised florals are arranged in 
a multidirectional format, creating a pathway through the flora and fauna. 



M A D D S I E  S I L H O U E T T E
A revised version of a much-loved design originally created for the seasonal SS 2009 collection. This pattern of mixed 

monochrome flowers on coloured ground, was inspired by the Classic tana lawn pattern ‘Capel’, with its outlined trails 
of apple blossom.

Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 03386404P     DC. 31877 

Maddsie Blossom features a mix of stylised florals inspired by trailing cherry blossoms. The monochrome flowers are 
arranged in a multidirectional repeat for a delicately charming effect.  

MADDSIE BLOSSOM  

Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 03386407P     DC. 31875  

The original design for Snowdrop Belle was an Art Nouveau furnishing fabric from the Liberty archive, which was 
printed in 1896. A small floral drawn in a typical stylized trail, featuring monochrome snowdrops on a spot backround.

SNOWDROP BELLE 



M A D D S I E  S I L H O U E T T E
A revised version of a much-loved design originally created for the seasonal SS 2009 collection. This pattern of mixed 

monochrome flowers on coloured ground, was inspired by the Classic tana lawn pattern ‘Capel’, with its outlined trails 
of apple blossom.

Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 03386406P     DC. 31876  

Inspired by a line-drawn artwork from the Liberty archive, this oriental floral style botanical is made up of a variety of 
exotic flower motifs, surrounded by trailing foliage and berries.

VICTORIA LACE FLORAL  

Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 03386405P     DC. 30674 

Hand painted in the Liberty studio; Lindy silhouette’s stylised florals draw inspiration from the glamourous fashion 
prints of the Art Deco period. The name is a nod to a famous dance from the era ‘The Lindy Hop’. 

LINDY SILHOUETTE 
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